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1 Objectives
This project focuses on the development of the system that monitors social interactions on the
Internet and analysis of the collected social interactions data. Social interactions are “the acts,
actions, or practices of two or more people mutually oriented towards each other, that is, any
behaviour that tries to affect or take account of each other’s subjective experiences or
intentions.” [1]. Previously major social interactions took place in the off-line. After the Internet
provided various mediums for social behaviours, more and more social interactions are
happening on the on-line. Especially recent uptake of the social network sites (SNSs), such as
Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/) and Twitter (http://twitter.com/), accelerated the growth
of online social behaviours. Even traditional online media such as online news web sites
introduce functions that support social interactions (i.e., comment and sharing functions).

Understanding social interactions on the Internet and analyzing the impact of the social
interactions to the society have tremendous importance. Existing social interaction analysis for
the social network websites usually focuses on the static analysis, and an analysis is conducted
after collecting data set (i.e., [2], [3-4]). However, the social interactions dynamically happened
on the Internet and it is desirable to develop methods that monitor and analyze the social
interactions in real-time. Our concept of monitoring social interaction is illustrated in Figure 1
(next page).

In this project, there are two significant objectives as follows:


Development of an internet application that can harvest related data to find out useful
information for social interactions and information flow patterns, and



Investigation of the soundness and usefulness of the proposed application for analysing
social behaviours in different domains.
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Figure 1 Social Interaction Monitoring

2 Status of Efforts
1) System Development
We have studied web-monitoring systems for several years [5-13]. Previous monitoring system
focused on new contents on new contents created by the generators (i.e. online news, personal
blog, and government agencies and departments). Our Social Interaction Monitoring System
(SIMS) focuses on monitoring social interactions by the followers, as well as new contents.
Once SIMS detects a new content, it continually tracks the social interactions of followers and
analyzes implications of the social interactions.
The system architecture of SIMS is illustrated in Figure 2, which has the following modules that
support social interactions monitoring:


The Smart crawler collects social interactions, as well as new contents from the target
web sites. The behaviour of the smart crawler is controlled by the section filter and the
dynamic scheduler;



The Section filter identifies the specific section of a web page to extract information,
such as social behaviours (i.e. comments or tweets) and contents;



The Dynamic Scheduler changes revisit times of the target web sites, based on the
events, which are detected by the event detector. The main aim of the dynamic scheduler

is to the cost caused by the revisiting activity of the smart scheduler, but collect new
information (new contents and new social interactions) in a timely and politely;


The Event Detector detects special events on the target web sites from the social
interaction results obtained from the social interaction analyser, and classification results
obtained from the MCRDR classifier;



The Social Interaction Analyzer conducts statistic and semantic analysis of the
collected social interaction data. The analysis results are directly reported to the users,
and also used to detect special events of followers and to schedule revisiting of the smart
crawler dynamically.



The MCRDR

classifier incrementally acquires classification knowledge and

automatically classifies the collected contents. Classification results are used to detect
events of the generators.

Section Filter
Social
Interaction
Analyzer
Web

Smart
Crawler
MCRDR
Classifier
Dynamic Scheduler

Event
Detector

Figure 2 System Architecture of SIMS

SIMS has been developed with Java program language and PostgreSQL database. SIMS is based
on the previous web monitoring system (WMS), which collects new contents on the target web
sites and classifies the collected web pages by applying MCRDR (Multiple Classification
Ripple-Down Rules). SIMS aims to extend WMS to monitor social interactions. Figure 3

illustrates the interface of the Smart crawler, currently the system supports static crawling, but
its scheduling will be dynamically changed by the Dynamic Scheduler and the Event Detector.
These two modules are under development now.

Figure 3 Smart Crawler of SIMS

Figure 4 illustrates the MCRDR document classifier of SIMS, which is similar to the classifier
that was developed for the previous project. Whereas the previous system only uses the terms in
a document, the new system uses not only terms in a document, but also more advanced
information for document classification (i.e. word location in the document and co-occurrence of
terms).

Figure 4 MCRDR Classifier of SIMS

We also developed a system to report social interaction monitoring results as illustrated in
Figure 5 to Figure 9. The system displays various analysis results, such as topic and issue
tracking, brand volume and sentiment analysis results, social map, and social influencers.

Figure 5. Topic & Issue Tracking Interface

Figure 6. Brand Volume Interface

Figure 7. Brand Sentiment Analysis Interface

Figure 8. Social Map Interface

Figure 9. Influencer Analysis Interface

2) Social Interaction Analysis
Twitter Data Analysis
We monitored Korean Twitter service from October 2010 to February 2011 to analyze user
activities. The results give overviews on social interactions on a popular social network site. As
each twitter account has different characteristics based on relationships (i.e., business account
and popular account), different crawling schedules were set for different accounts as summarized
in Table 1. About 1.9 million accounts were monitored. Each account was monitored with
different schedule. The focused group accounts, such as companies and popular accounts (about
1 % of all accounts), are monitored every one or two minutes. The active accounts (tweets ≥
5000) are monitored every hour and the moderate accounts (100 ≤ tweets < 5000) are monitored
every 12 hours and other accounts are monitored once a day. Note that the number of accounts,
which should be monitored, is about 80% of all accounts.
Table 1 Crawling Schedule
Target

Monitoring Interval

Number of account

Focused accounts

1~ 2 minutes

19,730

1.0%

tweets ≥ 5000

1 hours

69,196

3.5%

100 ≤ tweets < 5000

12 hours

139,824

7.2%

11 ≤ tweets < 99

1 day

931,432

47.7%

1 ≤ tweets < 10

1 day

633,192

32.4%

Inactive account

1 day

158,685

8.1%

1,952,059

100.0%

Total

Ratio

Monitoring results are summarized in Table 2. A total of 185.8 million tweets were collected for
five months, which means on average about 1.2 million tweets are collected every day. There are
fluctuations in the number of collected tweets (about 30~40 million per month) because of real
world affairs.
Table 2 Monitoring Results
2010
10

11

2011
12

1

Total

Average

2

Monthly Avg.

31,778,140

37,940,009

42,846,564

41,743,512

31,480,702

185,788,927

37,157,785

Daily Avg.

1,025,101

1,264,667

1,382,147

1,346,565

1,124,311

6,142,791

1,228,558

Weekly trends of monitoring results illustrated in Figure 10 clearly show that social interactions
in Twitter are related to the social events. For example, when North Korea attacked YeonPyeong Island in Week 8, it causes the increase in the number of tweets.
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Figure 10. Weekly Monitoring Trends

There are significant changes in the number of tweets in a day as illustrated in Figure 11. Korean
Twitter users normally use Twitter from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm. Most frequent time is from 10:00
pm to 1:00 am. Weekly trends and daily trends support we need to have an intelligent scheduler
that changes the monitoring schedules, according to real world events.
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Figure 11. Hourly Monitoring Trends

3) Trend Correlation Analysis of Social Network, Search Engine, Online News
People use the web to share or disseminate information. News companies publish their
articles to the public and individuals post their private stories on their blogs and share their
interests using social network sites. On the other hand, people try to find information using
search engines. As these activities are conducted in social contexts, they convey social
trends. Manifests and disappearances of trends are different for each service. This paper uses
a news service (Google News), a search engine service (Google Trend), and a social network
service (Twitter) to analyse their relationships.

Data Collection Method: Trend Words Collection
We collected trend words from three commercial services, Google Hot Trends, Twitter, and
Google News. First, we collected trends words from Google Trends, which shows how often a
particular search-term is entered relative to the total search-volume. Google Trends,
http://www.google.com/trends, an additional service of Google, provides the top 10 popular
search terms of the past hour in the United States. For each of the search-terms, it provides a 24hour search-volume graph, as well as related blog, news and web search results. Search
keywords can be obtained by using Atom web feed at an hourly basis. Google Trends has been
used for detecting disease outbreaks [14-18], suicide risk [19-20], software engineering
trends[21].
Second, we used social network sites to collect trend words. Social networks do not publish
information like online news, however messages usually reflect social interests. Therefore, social
networks have been used to detect social trends, such as disease tracking [22], earthquake [23],
emergency situation [24], public reaction to disease [25], and sentiment [26]. For this research,
we used Twitter, which is one of most influential social network sites [27]. We do not directly
extract trend words from the message; instead we used top 10 trend words provided by Twitter.
The third trend words were collected from Google News. Google News is a news aggregation
service by Google Inc, which collects most up-to-date news articles from around the world.
Google News also provides the trends service, which is called ‘Google News Top Stories’. The
service provides the top 10 popular stories. We therefore collected top 10 stories from the “Top
Stories” of Google News [28].

We collected three datasets of trend words from these three services for about one and half
month (22 December, 2011 ~ 7 February, 2012) by one hour interval. Table 3 summarise trend
word collections. A total of 33,715 words collected, but a total of distinct words are only 4,535
since many words continually appeared during the collection period. Note that the total number
of distinct words differs from sum of the number of distinct word by each service (4,960). While
Twitter provided more unique words compared to those of Google Trends and Google News,
Google Trend and Google News provided similar number of words.
Table 3 Trend Word Collections

Provider

# of words

#of words per day

# of distinct words

Google Trends

11,240

468

1,033

Google News

11,218

467

1,040

Twitter

11,257

469

2,887

Total

33,715

1,405

4,535

Data Analysis
We conducted the following analysis with the collected data sets: First, we analysed how words
are distributed over the collection time period. Some words appear frequently, but others appear
only very few times. It is expected that three services have different trends reflecting each
service characteristic. Second, we analyzed how much proportions of the trend words are
duplicated by services. Lastly, we conducted time-based analysis for the common trend words.
This analysis is interesting since the results show which service reflects trends more rapidly.

Observation 1: Trend Words Distributions
Trend words differently appeared by each service. Some trend words appear very frequently as
summarized in Table 4, where top 10 trend words are presented. Google Trends and Google
News have many person names (i.e. Susan G Komen, Rick Santorum, and Mitt Romney) in the
lists, while Twitter has seasonal or event words, such as “HAPPY NEW YEAR, CHRISTMAS,
and SUPER BOWL”. This difference comes from the differences in trend words generation
methods of each service. Surprisingly there is no duplication between these high manifested
trend words.

Table 4 Top 10 Trend Words during Collection Period
Ranking

Google Trends

Counts

Google News
MITT ROMNEY

Counts
1070

Twitter
MPH

Counts

1

GIRL SCOUT COOKIES

133

112

2

REPUBLICAN DEBATE

89

VLADIMIR PUTIN

288

HAPPY NEW YEAR

78

3

SUSAN G KOMEN

84

SYRIA

267

NYE

59

4

RICK SANTORUM

83

TIM TEBOW

266

CHRISTMAS

55

5

ROSE BOWL

71

RON PAUL

229

KOBE

54

6

PRIME RIB RECIPE

68

PEYTON MANNING

193

2012

41

7

MARY TYLER MOORE

65

JOE PATERNO

183

SUPER BOWL

40

8

COLBERT SUPER PAC

62

TIGER WOODS

143

HAPPY FOUNDERS DAY

39

9

SAUL ALINSKY

61

NEW YORK KNICKS

141

THE DEVIL INSIDE

38

10

GOP DEBATE

60

RAFAEL NADAL

130

NEW ORLEANS

38

Figure 12 summaries trend words distributions by each service. As small numbers of trend words
show very high frequency, we analysed word distributions between 1 to 20 manifests. The results
show that Twitter (57% of all manifests) has absolutely high proportion of one time manifested
trend words compared to other services (30% for Google News and 15% for Google Trends).
Within 24 manifests, all services have most of manifests. 99%, 91%, and 89% manifests of
Twitter, Google News, and Google Trends appeared within 24 manifests. As we collected trend
words every hour, if we assume that the trend words appear consecutively, the manifest
frequency implies how long the trend words retained in the trend word list. For example, 57%,
30% and 15% of Twitter, Google News, and Google Trends stay for one hour and 99%, 91%,
and 89% of them disappears within one day. Therefore, we can conclude the trend words change
very rapidly.

Figure 102 Number of Word Manifests

Observation 2: Common Trend Words
Table 5 summarises common trend words among three services. All three services have few
common trend words (60). We expected that Google Trends has more common trend words with
Google News compared to Twitter, but the results show it has more common trend words with
Twitter. While Google Trends and Twitter have 130 and 139 common trend words with Google
News respectively, Google Trends has 216 common trend words with Twitter. Most of them are
person names and a few words are related to specific events (i.e. EARTHQUAKE, IOWA
CAUCUS).

Table 5 Common Trend Words

Intersect

# of words

Google Trends – Google News

130

Google News – Twitter

139

Twitter - Google Trends

216

Google Trends – Google News– Twitter

60

Observation 3: Timelines
Table 6 summarises the number of first manifests and delays between all services. Google
Trends and Twitter gave trend words earlier than Google News. Out of 60 common trends words
of three services, Google Trends, Google News and Twitter, gave 31, 6, and 27 first notifications
of the trend words. Note that there are duplications between services in the first notifications.
Table 6 also illustrates how many days delayed after a service provided the common trend words.
If Google Trends provided a common trend word first, Google News and Twitter provides the
same trend word after 9 and 10.5 days later respectively. If Google News provided a common
trend word first, the same trend-word appeared on Google Trends and Twitter after 2.0 and 1.50
days. Interestingly, if Twitter provided a trend word, Google Trends and Google News provided
it on the same day. Note that these delays are based on median, not average. If average is used
for aggregation, the delays increase significantly (see Table 6). For example, if Twitter provided
the first notification, the same trend-word appeared on Google Trends and Google News after
5.02 and 4.67 days. This implies that if Twitter provided the first notifications, most same trend
words were also provided rapidly, but a few of them are significantly delayed in Google Trends
and Google News.

Table 6 The Number of First Manifests and Delay after First Manifest of All Services

# of first manifests
Google Trends
Google News
Twitter

Avg
Median
Avg
Median
Avg
Median

Google Trends
31
0.00
0.00
5.67
2.00
5.02
0.00

Google News

Twitter

6
11.57
9.00
0.00
0.00
4.67
0.00

27
11.53
10.50
5.67
1.50
0.00
0.00

Table 7 summarizes the number of first manifests and delays between Google Trends and
Google News. Google Trends picks the issue earlier than Google News. While Google Trends
provided 87 trend words first, Google News provided 40 trend words first. Note that each
number includes the case that both services provide same collection time (3 trend words). For the
common trend words, two services provided them within very short time. Based on median, if
Google Trends provided a trend word, Google News provided it 1.00 days later. On the contrary,
if Google News provided a trend word, Google Trends provide it 2.0 later.

Table 7 Delays between Google Trends and Google News

# of first manifests
Google Trends
Google News

Google Trends

Google News

87

40

Avg

0.00

7.60

Median

0.00

1.00

Avg

5.25

0.00

Median

2.00

0.00

Table 8 summarizes the number of first manifests and delays between Google Trends and
Twitter. Twitter is slightly earlier than Google Trends. While Google Trends provided 62 first
notifications, Twitter provided 70 first. The gap of notification time between two services is
greater than those between Google Trends and Google News. Based on median, if Google
Trends provided a trend word, Twitter provided it 13.00 days later. On the contrary if Twitter
provided a trend word, Google Trends provide it 6.00 later.

Table 8 Delays between Google Trends and Twitter

# of first manifests
Google Trends
Twitter

Google Trends

Twitter

62

70

Avg

0.00

14.66

Median

0.00

13.00

Avg

8.43

0.00

Median

6.00

0.00

Table 9 summarizes the number of first manifests and delays between Google News and Twitter.
Twitter is far better in picking up the common trend words than Google News. While Google
News provided 45 first notifications, Twitter provided 165 first. The gap of notification time
between two services is very short. Based on median, if Google News provided a trend word,
Twitter provided it 2.00 days later. On the contrary, if Twitter provided a trend word, Google
News provided it on the same day. Therefore, these results imply Google News and Twitter are
more closely related to each other rather than Google Trends, so Twitter can be used as a
predictor of trends in Google News.
Table 9 Delays between Google News and Twitter

# of first manifests
Google News
Twitter

Google News

Twitter

45

165

Avg

0.00

6.89

Median

0.00

2.00

Avg

2.61

0.00

Median

0.00

0.00

Summary
This research first analyzed trend words of three popular web services – search engine, online
news, and social network site. Our research shows very limited proportion of trend words are
common among three services (8.6% of 4,535 distinct trend words). The results show that
Twitter is more closely related to Google News rather than Google Trends. Between Twitter and
Google News, Twitter picked trend word more rapidly and they usually appear in Google News
on the same day. This result means that social network moves faster than conventional media as
they directly reflect people’s attentions.

4) Conclusions
The project has progressed well and many interesting outcomes are found. It is going well as
they are presented above. As we planned to develop the tool to analysis the social issue
evolvement, the SIMS can collect social issue data. We have demonstrated some examples of
data collection and analysis in this report. More detailed analysis will be conducted for the
collected data. We try to submit 2-3 research papers to the referred international conferences that
are derived from this project.
3
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Abstract. Social networking services have received a great amount of attention
so that the discussion of certain issues is becoming more dynamic. Many large
Internet based companies provide a new service that displays the list of the
trending social issues. Nowadays people publish and/or share information on
the web via various technologies. Web application services such as online
news, search engines, and social networks, track the issues, and provide them at
real-time. This paper first reports how they are related each other.
Keywords: Scoial issues, Social networks, Google Trends, Trending topic
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Introduction

Social network services are People use the web to share or disseminate information.
News companies publish their articles to the public and individuals post their private
stories on their blogs and share their interests using social network sites. On the other
hand, people try to find information using search engines. As these activities are
conducted in social contexts, they convey social trends. Manifests and disappearances
of trends are different for each service. This paper uses a news service (Google News),
a search engine service (Google Trend), and a social network service (Twitter) to
analyze their relationships.
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3.1

Method

Trending keyword collection

We collected trend words from three commercial services, Google Hot Trends,
Twitter, and Google News. First, we collected trends words from Google Trends,
which shows how often a particular search-term is entered relative to the total searchvolume. Google Hot Trends http://www.google.com/trends/hottrends, an additional

service of Google Trends, provides the top 10 hot words of the past hour in the United
States. For each of the search-terms, it provides a 24-hour search-volume graph as
well as blog, news and web search results. Search keywords can be obtained using
Atom web feed at an hourly basis. Google Trends has been used to detect disease
outbreaks [1-5], suicide risk [6-7], software engineering trends[8].
Second, we used social network sites to collect trend words. Social networks do
not publish information like online news, but messages on them usually reflect social
interests. Therefore, social networks have been used to detect social trends, such as
disease tracking [9], earthquake[10], emergency situation[11], public reaction to
disease[12], and sentiment[13]. For this research, we used Twitter it is one of most
influential social network sites [14]. We do not directly extract trend words from the
message; instead we used top 10 trend words provided by Twitter.
The third trend words were collected from Google News. Google News is a news
aggregator service by Google Inc, which collects most up-to-date information from
thousands of publications. Unlike Google Trends and Twitter, Google News does not
provide trend words. We therefore collected top ten nouns from the articles in the
“Top Stories” of Google News, since most trend words of Google Trends and Twitter
are noun. Google News places Top Stories reflecting user behaviours [15].
We collected three datasets of trend words from these three services for about one
and half month (22 December, 2011 ~ 7 February, 2012) by one-hour interval.
Table 1 summarise trend word collections. A total of 33,715 words collected, but a
total of distinct words are only 4,535 since many words continually appeared during
the collection period. Note that the total number of distinct words differs from sum of
the number of distinct word by each service (4,960). While Twitter provided more
unique words compared to those of Google Trends and Google News, Google News
and Google News provided similar number of words.
Table 1 Trend Word Collections
Provider

# of words

#of words
per day

Google Trends
Google News
Twitter
Total

11,240
11,218
11,257
33,715

468
467
469
1,405

# of
distinct
words
1,033
1,040
2,887
4,535

	
  

3.2

Data Analysis

We conducted the following analysis with the collected data sets: First, we
analysed how words are distributed over the collection time period. Some words are
more frequently manifested and others only appear only very few times. It is expected
the three services have different trends reflecting each service characteristics. Second,
we analysed how much proportions of the trend words are duplicated by services.
Lastly, we conducted time based analysis for the common trend words. This analysis
is interesting since the results show which service is more rapidly reflect the trends
compared to others.
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4.1

EXPERIEMENT AND DISCUSSION

Trend Words Distributions

Trend words are differently appeared by each service. Some trend words appear
very frequently as summarized in Table 2, where top 10 trend words are presented.
Google Trends and Google News have many person names (i.e. Susan G Komen,
Rick Santorum, and Mitt Romney) in the lists, while Twitter has seasonal or event
words such as “HAPPY NEW YEAR, CHRISTMAS, and SUPER BOWL”. This
difference comes from the differences in tend words generation methods of each
service. Surprisingly there is no duplication between these high manifested trend
words.

Table 2 Top 10 Trend Words during Collection Period
Google Trends
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

GIRL SCOUT
COOKIES
REPUBLICAN
DEBATE
SUSAN G
KOMEN
RICK
SANTORUM
ROSE BOWL
PRIME RIB
RECIPE
MARY
TYLER
MOORE

Google News
133
89

MITT
ROMNEY
VLADIMIR
PUTIN

Twitter

1070

MPH

112

288

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

78

84

SYRIA

267

NYE

59

83

TIM
TEBOW

266

CHRISTMAS

55

71

RON PAUL

229

KOBE

54

68

PEYTON
MANNING

193

2012

41

65

JOE
PATERNO

183

SUPER
BOWL

40

TIGER
WOODS

143

HAPPY
FOUNDERS
DAY

39

141

THE DEVIL
INSIDE

38

130

NEW
ORLEANS

38

8

COLBERT
SUPER PAC

62

9

SAUL
ALINSKY

61

10

GOP DEBATE

60

NEW
YORK
KNICKS
RAFAEL
NADAL

	
  

Figure 1 summaries trend words distributions by each service. As small number of
trend words show very high frequency, we analyzed word distributions between 1 to
20 manifests. The results show that Twitter (57% of all manifests) has absolutely high
proportion of one time manifested trend words compared to other services (30% for
Google News and 15% for Google Trends). Within 24 manifests, all services have
most of manifests - Twitter 99%, 91%, and 89% manifests of Twitter, Google News,
and Google Trends appeared within 24 manifests. As we collected trend words every

3

hour, if we assume that the trend words appear consequently, the manifest frequency
implies how long the trend words retained in the trend word list. For example, 57%,
30% and 15% of Twitter, Google News, and Google Trends stay one hour and 99%,
91%, and 89% of them disappears within one day. Therefore, we can conclude the
trend words change very rapidly.

Fig. 7. The accuracy of four sub-categories

4.2

Common Trend Words

Table 3 summarizes common trend words between three services. All three
services have few common trend words (60). Google Trends was expected to have
more common trend words with Google News compared to Twitter, but our results
show it has more common trend words with Twitter. While Google Trends and
Twitter have 130 and 139 common trend words with Google News respective, Google
Trends has 216 common trend words with Twitter. Most of them are person names
and a few words related to specific events are included in the common words (i.e.
EARTHQUAKE, IOWA CAUCUS).
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Table 3 Common Trend Words
Intersect

# of words

GT-GN

130

GN-TW

139

TW-GT

216

GT-GN-TW

60

	
  

4.3

Timelines

Table 4 summarizes the number of first manifests and delays between all services.
Google Trends and Twitter gave trend words earlier than Google News. Out of 60
common trends words of three services, Google Trends, Google News and Twitter
gave 31, 6, and 27 first notifications of the trend words. Note that there are
duplications between services in the first notifications. Figure 2 also illustrates how
many days delayed after a service provided the common trend words. If Google
Trends provided a common trend word first, Google News and Twitter provides the
same tend word after 9 and 10.5 days later respectively. Similarly, if Google News
provided a common trend word first, the same tend word was provided after 2.0 and
1.50 days by Google Trends and Twitter. Interestingly, if Twitter provided a trend
word, Google Trends and Google News provided on the same day. Note that these
delays based on median not average. If average is used for aggregation, the delays
increase significantly (see Table 4). For example, if Twitter provided the first
notification, the same tends word was provided on average after 5.02 and 4.67 days
later by Google Trends and Google News. This implies that when Twitter provided
the first notifications, most same trend words were also provided rapidly, but few of
them are significantly delayed because of Google Trends and Google News.

Table 4 The Number of First Manifests and Delay
after First Manifest of All Services
Google
Trends
# of first manifests

Google
News

Twitter

31

6

27

Avg

0.00

11.57

11.53

Median

0.00

9.00

10.50

Avg

5.67

0.00

5.67

Median

2.00

0.00

1.50

Avg

5.02

4.67

0.00

Median

0.00

0.00

0.00

Google Trends

Google News

Twitter
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Table 5 summarises the number of first manifests and delays between Google
Trends and Google News. Google Trends pick the hot issue earlier than Google News.
While Google Trends provided 87 trend words first, Google News provided 40 trend
words first. Note that each number includes the case that both services provide same
collection time (3 trend words). For the common trend words, two services provided
within very short time. Based on median, if Google Trends provided a trend word,
Google News provided it 1.00 days later. Inversely if Google News provided a trend
word, Google Trends provide it 2.0 later.

Table 5 Delays between Google Trends and Google News

# of first manifests

Google Trends

Google News

87

40

Avg

0.00

7.60

Median

0.00

1.00

Avg

5.25

0.00

Median

2.00

0.00

Google Trends

Google News

Table 6 summarises the number of first manifests and delays between Google
Trends and Twitter. Twitter is slightly more early notification compared to Google
Trends. While Google Trends provided 62 first notifications, Google News provide
70 first. Note that each number includes the case that both services provide same
collection time (7 trend words). Notification gaps between two services are greater
than those between Google Trends and Google News. Based on median, if Google
Trends provided a trend word, Twitter provided it 13.00 days later. Inversely if
Twitter provided a trend word, Google Trends provide it 6.00 later.

Table 6 Delays between Google Trends and Twitter

# of first manifests

Google Trends

Twitter

62

70

Avg

0.00

14.66

Median

0.00

13.00

Avg

8.43

0.00

Median

6.00

0.00

Google Trends

Twitter

Table 7 summarises the number of first manifests and delays between Google
News and Twitter. Twitter is far better in picking up the common trend words
between Google News and Twitter. While Google Trends provided 45 first
notifications, Google News provides 165 first. Note that each number includes the
case that both services provide same collection time (6 trend words). Notification
gaps between two services are very short. Based on median, if Google News provided
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a trend word, Twitter provided it 2.00 days later. Inversely if Twitter provided a trend
word, Google News provided it on the same day. Therefore, these results imply
Google News and Twitter are more closely related to each other compared to Google
Trends and Twitter can be used as a predictor of trends in Google News.

Table 7 Delays between Google Trends and Twitter

# of first manifests
Google
News

Google News

Twitter

45

165

Avg

0.00

6.89

Median

0.00

2.00

Avg

2.61

0.00

Median

0.00

0.00

Twitter

5

Conclusion

This research first analysed trend words of three popular web services – search
engine, online news, and social network site. Our research show very limited
proportion of trend words is common between three services (8.6% of 4,535 distinct
trend words). The results show Twitter is more closely related to Google News
compared to Google Trends. Between Twitter and Google News, Twitter picked trend
word more rapidly and they usually appear in Google News on the same day. This
result means that social network moves faster than conventional media as they
directly reflect people’s attentions.
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Abstract— Social networking services have received a lot of
attention recently so that the discussion of certain issues is
becoming more dynamic. Many websites provide a new service
that displays the list of the trending social issues. Responding
to those issues is very crucial because their impact can be
significant to organizations or individuals. In this paper, we
focus on proposing the method that identifies the personalized
relevance of social issues to targets, such as individuals or
organizations. To achieve this aim, we first collected trending
issues from Google Trends, micro-blog, and Internet news.
Then, we obtained the well-structured document management
system as a target domain that contains all activities and
document regarding target objects. We applied the Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) to obtain the
personalized relevance weight of the social issue to a target.
Our experiments prove that we can identify the meaningful
relevance of social issues to a target such as an individual user
or an organization.
Keywords Goole Trends, Social Issues, Social Networks,
Twitter, Related Keyword, Trending Topic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking services (SNS) have received a great
deal of attention recently [15]. These services enable the
users to communicate with others in a new way and reflect
the users’ real-life interests [16]. SNSs do not only change
the way that people communicate but also increase the speed
of sharing information. There are two reasons for the latter.
Firstly, unlike other online communication services, SNSs
provide push-based information. For example, while the email is like a letter that a person places in somebody else’s
mailbox, so that it can be opened when the user wants to,
SNS can be likened to the user tapping another person’s
shoulder and forcefully placing a message in the latter’s
hand. Secondly, SNS messages are broadcast to all the
people linked to the sender while e-mails are sent only to the
addresses specified by the sender. As the speed of the
communication flow has been increased by SNS, a large
amount of information exists on the Web; and because
humans are social beings and are thus intensely interested in
what others are doing, there are those who want to see what
information people are looking for.
Many web companies have not passed up this
opportunity. They develop the new service that displays the
list of top trending social issues. For example, Google and
Twitter provide the new service of showing the list of

trending topics in Google Trends and Twitter Trending
Topics, respectively. While Google Trends displays the list
of top 10 fastest-rising search terms based on hourly data
from Google Search, Twitter Trending topic provides the list
of top 10 most discussed topics based on tweets in Twitter
[10]. The flow of Twitter is influenced by the “big mouths”
like celebrities or special groups. Google Trends, however, is
based on the search results so that it is affected by general
users. According to Rech, among the existing trending
services, Google Trends provides a highly reliable list of
social issues. Google Trends is a good indicator of the
evolution of world interests in certain topics of search [13].
Therefore, if you define the social issues as “the events that
many people are interested in”, the keywords published by
Google Trends should be considered as representing people’s
interests.
Responding to those social issues is very crucial for both
individual users and organizations, since certain trending
topics may have a significant impact on them. If they know
the relevance of a certain trending issue to themselves, they
will be able to see and exploit the opportunities and threats
that such a trending topic may present for them.
Unfortunately, there is no service that identifies the
relevance of those trending issues to people.
In this paper, we describe our research on developing a
service that identifies the personalized relevance of social
issues to targets, such as individuals or organizations. First,
in order to obtain the social issues, we collected social issue
keywords from Google Trends for a period of 195 days,
approximately over 5 months. Each keyword from Google
Trends represents a certain social issue. However, there is
great ambiguity in defining the exact meaning of a certain
social issue by using one term from Google Trends. To
reduce the ambiguity, we decided to extract several related
keywords. As the top 10 social issues keywords from Google
Trends are real-time information so that the related keywords
should be collected from the services which provide realtime information, such as micro-blog or Internet news. In
this paper, Twitter and Google News were chosen as the
related keywords extractor. In order to calculate the
relevance weight of social issues to a target, we applied
TFIDF. TFIDF is common in calculating relevance weight.
We will show the effectiveness of our method by conducting
several types of experiments.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
related work, followed by the methodology of this proposed

system in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the
evaluations conducted and discuss the results. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 5.
II.

RELATED WORKS

In various aspects, social networking services have been
researched including their characteristics [2, 16] and the
reason why people are enthusiastic about them. In this
regard, there are many works that analyze the behavior of
SNSs: Putnam described it as a social capital maintainer.
Boyd and Ellison investigated the difference between SNSs
and other communication services, such as email or
messenger [2]. There are some researchers who have
analyzed different types of SNSs, such as Facebook [7],
YouTube [12], and Twitter [10, 15]. Having the SNSs drawn
enormous interest in a short time span, trending topic are
becoming more dynamic. Because of this, tracking trends
recently become the important issue in every field [13].
Many websites did not miss this opportunity and,
consequently now provide the service that displays trending
topics [16]. The method of trends tracking can be classified
as three main sections: search-based [10, 16], social
networking-based [10, 15] and news-based tracking trends
[11]. Even if they use the same tracking method, the result
would be different.
Unfortunately, it is hard to identify the exact meaning of
a trending topic by using only a keyword from trends
tracking services. It is necessary to utilize query expansion.
Query expansion is widely-used in the field of information
retrieval. The process of query expansion generally in-cludes
four steps: resources selection, seed query construc-tion,
search results review, and query reformulation [4]. Most
researchers perform query expansion based on either local or
global analysis [1].
To develop the personalized system with a certain target
object, such as individual users or organizations, they always
need to provide the digitalized domain. Fortunately, most
activities of both individuals and organizations are now
saved in assortment of digital information [9]. Most users
utilize the information management system that enables them
to manage their knowledge in a well-structured and
categorized. Moreover, those systems offer centralized
storage, which covers almost all activities of a target object,
such as email [3], blog [6] or knowledge management
system (KMS) [8].
To identify the relevance of a query to a certain
document, string comparison and matching methods are
briefly reviewed. A method of string matching that enables
the system to make decisions using the actual content flow.
This method applied in many pattern-matching and Web
search areas [5]. There are several kinds of methods that are
widely-used, such as the edit-distance method [14], JaroWinkler distance [5], Jaccard distance [18] and TFIDF
distance [17].
III.

PERSONALISED RELEVANCE IDENTIFICATION

In this paper, we present our research on proposing the
method that identifies the personalized relevance of trends to
target objects, such as individuals or organizations. To

provide this personalized relevance identification, the
methodology employed in this research can be divided into
four phases, as follows: (1) trending social issue keyword
collection; (2) related keywords extraction; (3)
personalized/adapted domain identification; and (4)
relevance identification.
A. Social issue collection
The first phase involves how to collect the trending social
issues that show what people are currently most interested in.
Fortunately, many websites provide the services that display
the trending social issues. For example, Google, Yahoo, and
Twitter provide the trends service that shows the list of
trending topics in Google Trends, Yahoo Buzz, and Twitter
Trending Topic, respectively.
In this paper, Google Trends has been chosen as the
trending topic collector. Google Trends displays the list of
the top 10 fastest-rising search terms based on hourly data
from Google Search. The search-terms indicate what topics
people are interested in and looking for. It is evident that
Google Search is currently the most popular search engine.
Because of this, Rech indicated that Google Trends most
effectively provides the most searched terms and phrases
[13]. Thus, Google Trends has been chosen as the trending
topic collector in this study so that more accurate results
would be obtained.
B. Related Keyword extraction
Even though the top 10 trending social issue keywords
per hour were collected, ambiguity occurs when the exact
meaning of a trend topic is obtained by using each trend
from Google Trends. For instance, assuming that “Apple” is
one of the fastest-rising search terms in Google Trends, most
people may think that the keyword “Apple” is an American
multinational corporation that sells computer materials. The
keyword “Apple,” however, may be related to the fruit or
orchard thereof. Therefore, it is necessary to expand a
trending keyword by extracting several related keywords. As
Google Trends displays the list of fastest-rising search terms,
which are considered as real-time social issue keywords, the
related keywords must be extracted from services that
publish real-time publishing, such as micro-blog and Internet
news [10]. If related keywords are extracted from general
documents published at any time, semantically related
keywords will be extracted, not keywords that are related to
the trending social issue.
In this paper, Twitter and Google News were chosen as
the micro-blog and Internet news service, respectively. To
extract the appropriate related keywords from those services, articles related to a Google Trends keyword were first
searched. As it is necessary to extract documents related to
an hourly-trending social issue keyword, we extract only
articles that people uploads in an hour. After collecting the
articles, we applied Term Frequency (TF) method to find the
most relevant nouns on a Google Trends keyword. TF
weight will be defined by dividing the occurrence count of a
certain term by the total number of words in the given
document [17]. Then, term weights are sorted in descending
order. The higher the term weight, the more the keyword is

related. The best number of related keywords will be
analyzed in the evaluation session.
C. Personalized Domain
After finishing the trending topic collection, it is
necessary to obtain the digitalized document management
system that contains all activities and information regarding
target objects, such as individual users or organization. The
document management system should be well-structured and
categorized. The typical examples of a digitalized document
management system are email, blog, and Knowledge
Management System (KMS). Most document management
systems are categorized the sections by genre. The way to
categorize the document is a personal decision so that it
might be subjective. However, the relevance will be viewed
by people who classified that way so that it is not an issue.
In this paper, as KMS in a certain organization might
contain private information, we create the virtual
personalized domain by collecting the several kinds of food
blogs. Since each individual’s blog is concentrated on only
few topics, it might not show the relevance into various
trends. Therefore, we used the combination of food blogs as
a target domain. It was categorized by the names of each
continent and country. The combination of several kinds of
food blogs is classified by continent and country folder that
is defined by the International Cartographic Association
(ICA). All food blogs are collected by the Google Search,
with the form of such search terms as ‘Nation_food_blog’.
For example, to find the blogs for the ‘japan’ folder, we
searched by using ‘Japanese food blog’. We collected only
the blogs that are shown in the first page of Google Search.
In the target domain, there are 4 continent categories (e.g.
Asia), 14 area categories (e.g. East Asia) and 26 countries
categories. We crawled 22933 documents.
D. Relevance identification
The goal of this paper is to identify the relevance of the
collected trending topics to a target object. In this paper,
trending topics are identified by using Google Trends,
Twitter, and Google news. The target domain comprises the
combination of different countries’ food blogs. In order to
identify the relevance of social issues to the target domain,
we applied the Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency method that is usually used by search engines that
need to rank a document’s relevance given a query. The
process of identifying the relevance is as follows.
The set of trending keywords includes one Google
Trends keyword and several related keywords from Twitter
and Google news. What we want to obtain is the relevance
weight of each document to each set of trending keyword.
First, the TF should be applied. The system removes the
documents that do not contain all five trending keywords.
After that, the system counts each number of terms in a
document and totals them. However, if the trending social
issue keywords contain common words, such as ‘cook’, it
will emphasize these words. To filter out the common terms,
Inverse document frequency (IDF) is utilized. The IDF
weight can be measured by dividing the total number of
documents by the number of documents that contain the

trending keywords. Therefore, the higher TFIDF weight is
calculated by both a higher TF (in one document) and a
lower DF of the term in the whole target domain [17].
After calculating the relevance weight, we decided how
to visualize the relevance of trends to the target domain.
Considering different characteristics of each target, the way
that visualizes the relevance weight is separated by three
different types as follows. The first type of relevance
visualization is document-based relevance visualization. This
is useful for a user who does not have a large number of
documents or a complicated structure. The second type is
category/folder-based
relevance
visualization.
Most
organizations have a complicated structure so that it is hard
to identify all documents for them. Therefore, it might be
essential for them to understand the highly-related category.
The
third
combines
both
document-based
and
category/folder-based relevance visualization.
E. Summary
In this paper, the relevance value (RV) is defined as:
Gn is one of the top 10 search terms from Google Trends.

n is a number from 1 to 10. Then, the system searched
related documents by using Google Trends key-word (Gn).
Rm and Ri represent the related documents from microblog,
internet news. To find the highest related keywords, TF was
conducted. TD is a digitalized domain that contains all
information of a target object. D is the number of the
documents, from 1 to the maximum number, k. To identify
the relevance of the set of trending keywords to a target
domain, we totaled all documents’ TFIDF weight.
IV.

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

Evaluations of the proposed system were carried out in
order to examine the success of the method. With this in
mind, we collected data for evaluating the proposed meth-od.
First, to extract trending social issues, we crawled Google
Trends keywords for a period of 195 days, approx-imately
over 5 months. As described in the introduction section, we
obtain 17559 unique topics. Secondly, in order to reduce the
ambiguity of the social issue, we extracted several related
keywords from Twitter and Google News hourly. The target
domain is the combination of different countries’ food blogs,
which are collected from Google search. In the target
domain, there are 4 continent catego-ries (e.g. Asia), 14 area
categories (e.g. East Asia) and 26 countries categories. We
crawled 22933 documents. We collected only the blogs that
are shown in the first page of Google Search. Each data-set
contains one Google Trends keyword, several related
keywords, date, and relevance weight. We calculated not
only each target’s relevance weight, but also each
document’s and each category’s weight.
In the first part of evaluation section, we explain the
reason why we extracted several related keywords. To do
this experiment, we extracted 10 related keywords for each
Google Trends Keyword, and calculated their relevance

weights. Figure 1 displays the relevance weights for the
number of related keywords. First, when we did not extract
any related keyword, most relevance weights are almost 0,
which can be seen the blue line in the bottom. If the
relevance weights are almost 0, it might be very hard to
distinguish which social issue is highly related to a target. On
the other hand, you can clearly see the difference when we
extracted at least one related keyword. This result proves the
importance of the related keywords extraction.

articles that people uploads in an hour. Extracting over 10
related keywords may not be consumed a lot of time, but it
does consume a great amount of time to calculate the
personalized relevance of Google keyword and over 10
related keywords to a target. Secondly, the number of the
related articles is limited. If we extract over 10 related
keywords, some keywords might be not really related to that
social issue. In other words, some keywords may be just very
general words that are no relevant with a Google Trends
social issue keyword. Therefore, for these two reasons, it is
necessary to get the suitable number of the related keywords.
With this in mind, we present the Figure 3.

Figure 1. Relevance weight (using TFIDF) for the number of related
keywords

Even though the Figure 1 represents the importance of
the related keyword extraction, it is not easy to see how the
relevance weights are changed. In this section, we provide
the Figure 2 which displays the standard deviation of
relevance weights for the number of related keywords. In
Figure 2, the x-axis represents the number of related
keyword. As can be seen in the graph, the more we extract
the related keywords, the higher the standard deviation is
obtained. This result indicates that the more related
keywords are extracted, the clearer distinction of the
document is derived.

Figure 2. Standard deviation for TFIDF

Next, we consider the appropriate number of related
keywords. In Figure 2, you can see the gap between each
stand deviation is dwindling. This result might show the
proper number of related keywords to identify the
personalized relevance of social issues to a target object.
There are two reasons why we would like to obtain the most
appropriate number of related keywords. First, we need to
consider the time consumption. We collected related articles
from Twitter and Internet news hourly; Tweets are almost 90
and news articles are almost 10. It depends on the number of

Figure 3. The difference between each standard deviation for the number of
the related keywords

The Figure 3 indicates the difference between each
standard deviation for the number of the related keywords.
The number in x-axis represents the number of related
keyword. For example, the ‘0->1’ indicates that the
difference in standard deviation between ‘1 Google keyword
+ 0 related keyword’ and ‘1 Google keyword + 1 related
keyword’.
As can be seen in the graph, at first section, 0 to 1, the
difference is the highest in this graph. Then, the rate of those
three sections, ‘1 to 2’, ‘2 to 3’, and ‘3 to 4’, follow that of ‘0
to 1’ section. From the ‘4 to 5’ section, the differences
become similar or less. Therefore, it seems that it is
appropriate to extract 5 related keywords hourly. It is
obvious that 5 related keywords are suitable so that we will
conduct the user study of the relevance weight accuracy for
the number of related keywords in the future.
As mentioned before, the reason why we extracted the
related keywords is to reduce the ambiguity of a Google
Trends social issue keyword and improve the ability to
identify the relevance of a social issue to a target.
In this section, we examined whether the related
keywords that we extracted are useful to display the exact
meaning of social issue and identify the relevance of a social
issue to a target, such as individual or organization. To do so,
we present a qualitative comparison among three types of
related keywords; 5 related keywords by using TF, related
searches from Google Trends, and related keywords from
WordNet. To show the various keywords, we choose 20
Google Trends social issue keywords, which are
top10/bottom10 in relevance weight rankings

Table 1. Top10/ Bottom10 of relevance weight based on related keywords, related searches and WordNet

The first section in the table covers the related keywords
by using TF and their relevance weight. The related
keywords seem quite understandable and help users to figure
out the exact meaning of the each related keywords. The
related searches from Google Trends website are also quite
understandable and enables user to get the idea of that social
issue. However, Word-net is able to extract only few related
keywords. This is because most Google Trends keywords are
related to celebrities name or event. Wordnet provides
semantically related words/terms so that the wordnet system
cannot find much related keywords.
Let’s move to the next step. As you can see in the table,
the relevance weights of those two groups, the related
searches from Google and the related terms Wordnet, are
almost 0. However, with the related keyword by TF, they
display the relevance very clearly. Compare to other two
groups, it derives much better and recognizable results. For
the future work, we will conduct the user study to figure out
which related keywords group is useful.

TFIDF is good approach to calculate relevance weight and it
is usually used for ranking relevance weight in most search
engines. However, it has never used in this area before.
Therefore, we conducted the experiment to prove the
efficiency of TFIDF by comparing another relevance weight
approach, Jaccard.
To see a similarity of trend between TFIDF and Jac-card
weight, we ranked each keyword based on each ap-plied
relevance value. Then we ascended the ranks of the social
issue keywords that are applied TFIDF method and matched
with the rank of same keywords that are applied Jaccard. In
general, similar trends are observed in both of two methods,
TFIDF and Jaccard. Therefore, we can obtain the similar
relevance weight regardless of relevance weight approach.
For the future work, it might be good to propose new
relevance weighting approach that will suitable to this
project.
V.

Figure 4. Trend of TFIDF and Jaccard
In this paper, we used TFIDF as a primary approach to
calculate the relevance weight of social issues to a target.

CONCLUSION

As described in this paper, we present our research on
developing a system to identify the personalized rele-vance
of trends to target objects, such as individuals or
organizations. The outcome of the initial tests proved that we
have achieved the three primary goals: (1) collecting the
trending social issues, (2) identifying a target domain, and
(3) demonstrating the relevance of the trending topic to a
target domain. First, we collected social issues from Google
Trends, Twitter and Internet news. The target domain for this
paper is the combination of different countries’ food blogs.
We constructed the virtual target domain that is wellstructured and categorized so that the system can identify the
relevance weight of each document and category. Finally, we
applied TFIDF method to obtain the personalized relevance

of social issues to a target, such as an individual or an
organization.
We conducted several types of experiments. Firstly, we
proved that it is necessary to extract the related keywords
and show the appropriate number of related keyword in this
paper. We analyzed and compared the extracted related
keyword by using TF with other related keywords groups.
The advantage of our related keywords is proved. We also
analyzed the comparison between TFIDF and Jaccard to
prove the efficiency of TFIDF. As mentioned in evaluation
part, for the future work, we will conduct further analysis
and evaluation, including user study.
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